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The chirp of birds

The pattering of raindrops on windowpanes.
The clearing of the Ombre sky as it fades from Sapphire to Cobalt.
The hopeful faces crowding the window, yearning for a rainbow.
The damp grass and traces of rainwater.
The scent of newly blossomed florets washed by rainfall.
The variety of colors such as the amber hue of Marigolds
The assortment of fragrances like the lemon and peppermint aroma
of freshly bloomed Geraniums.
The subtle beauty of things with imperfections just like the delicate
petals of the thorn-covered Roses.
The pleasure visibly shown on people’s faces because they have experienced the joy of Spring Flowers.

By Charlotte Keller

Whether a chirp or quack
Peaceful or attack
Color and size
Different colored eyes
Lets cherish these birds
Watch them fly by
As spring passes and summer comes
And birds will be back
Next spring we wait
To hear them again
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Which MCU Movie is the Best?

By Charlotte Keller

The MCU (Marvel Cinematic Universe) is known for some of the highest grossing films of all time,
but which movie is my favorite? Also, my rankings may be different than yours, but this Is just my
personal opinion.
This will not include any X-Men, Deadpool, or Fantastic 4 movies and no WandaVision or Falcon and the Winter Soldier and no Incredible Hulk. I wont add spiderman to the list, just the 20
main MCU Timeline Movies.
First off, my favorite Iron Man movie has got to be Iron Man 2. You could argue that the original Iron Man is the best because it started the entire MCU and if that movie didn’t explode, we
wouldn’t even have much of an MCU, Just the X-men, fantastic 4, and Spiderman movies, but I personally thought it was a little bland. Still one of my top 10 favorites, just not every marvel movie is
for me. Iron Man 2 has the perfect storyline with great action sequences. It shows the life of a billionaire entrepreneur in a fun and exciting way. Iron Man 3 has just a little too much emotion and
awkward dialogue in it for me to like it more than the original Iron Man. You could argue it wraps
up the Iron Man trilogy in a satisfying way, which I agree with, but it is personally my least favorite
of the trilogy.
Next up have the Captain America Movies. This one was really tough for me because the
movies are all very good and even my least favorite Captain America Movie, I still give a 8/10, but
my favorite Captain America movie is Captain America The Winter Soldier, With Captain America
Civil War just slightly below it, and Captain America The First Avenger Being my least favorite. The
Winter Soldier has great action and makes Captain America such an outstanding character. The
First Avenger is good, but it doesn’t make Captain America seem like a strong Avenger, but Winter
Soldier solidifies his spot as one of the stronger Avengers. Civil War is amazing but shouldn’t have
been labeled as a Captain America movie. Besides the fact that Captain America is in this movie,
they should have just called it Marvel Civil War.
Next, we have the Thor movies. The Thor movies are all pretty good, but not great. If I had to
pick a favorite, it would be the original Thor movie. The humor and “fish out of water” theme is
funny and doesn't get old when I rewatch it. The action could be better, but overall, it’s a good
movie. Thor the Dark World is not only my least favorite Thor movie, it's my least favorite MCU
movie. I'm not the only person who thinks this. The plotlines are boring and feel unnecessary. I
don’t even remember the name of the villain, even though I watched this about a month ago. Thor
Ragnarok is good and is probably the best Marvel movie to watch with a group of friends or family
who has never watched the MCU before. One downside is it is towards the end of the MCU timeline, so some parts might be confusing for people who haven't watched the previous movies, but it
is still a good movie.
Continued on next page
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Next up I will make a rank for movies in which their sequels are a work in progress, those being Captain Marvel, Black
Panther, and Doctor Strange. My favorite of those 3 Movies is Doctor Strange. The storyline is what makes this movie
stand out and the special effects are phenomenal. Doctor Strange also plays a big role in Avengers Infinity War and
Avengers Endgame’s plotlines. Black Panther made history as the first African American solo Marvel movie and the
highest-grossing movie by an African American director, Ryan Coogler. Black Panther is currently the 12th highestgrossing movie. this movie has a great cast and Chadwick Boseman was a great choice for the role. Captain Marvel is
my least favorite of these 3 because it feels unnecessary. The cast also could have been better, but overall, an ok movie.
Out the 2 Ant-Man movies, I prefer Ant-man. I don’t think super highly of the Ant-Man movies and don’t have
too much to say about them, but Ant-Man is good, and there is another Ant-Man movie coming soon. Ant-man and
the Wasp is liked by many, but it is one of my least favorite Marvel movies. The plot is boring and the “ant-sized”
theme feels too forced, so I don’t have very high hopes for the 3rd movie.
Next, out of the 2 Guardians of the Galaxy movies, I prefer the 1st one. The humor is better and doesn’t feel as
forced as the 2nd movie. The 1st movie has good character development, and even though the 2nd had Mantis going for
it, I don’t like Mantis as much as I like Gamora or Groot, or the rest of the crew.
Now out of the 4 Avengers movies, I like Avengers Endgame the most. This move wraps up the Infinity Saga in
a way that gives mixed emotions to fans. Infinity war was excellent, and the cast was perfectly chosen, but just slightly
worse. Avengers was a great movie and showed how a much smaller (at the time) group can solve a mission and solve
it very well. My least favorite Avengers movie is Age of Ultron. Although it's my least favorite Avenger's movie, I still
have almost no criticism for the movie.
Now here is my final ranking:
20. Thor: The Dark World 4/10
19. Antman And The Wasp 6/10
18. Captain Marvel 6.4/10
17. Black Panther 6.8/10
16. Ant-Man 6.9/10
15. Thor Ragnarok 7.2/10
14. Thor 7.4/10
13. Iron Man 3 7.7/10
12. Guardians Of The Galaxy Vol. 2 7.8/10
11. Captain America The First Avenger 8/10
10. Avengers Age Of Ultron 8.2/10
9. Doctor Strange 8.4/10
8. Iron Man 8.6/10
7. The Avengers 8.7/10
6. Guardians Of The Galaxy 8.8/10
5. Captain America Civil War 9/10
4. Captain America The Winter Soldier 9.1/10
3. Iron Man 2 9.3/10
2. Avengers Infinity War 9.5/10
1. Avengers Endgame 9.8/10
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What the Students Have to Say
Quotes from Black History Month Responded to by Students
By Sophia McCoy
“He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life.”

—Muhammad Ali
“To me it means that people who aren’t willing to risk themselves won’t get anywhere in life because
they never took the chance. When you take a chance, a gate opens and there are more opportunities

waiting for you, but when you don’t decide to do the risk, it’s almost like you are staying in one spot
without moving forward. So, I would tell people to take that chance, risk failing, because there’s an
even better chance that you will achieve your goal.”
-Alejandra Ochoa 7th
“I think this quote means that if you don't try anything the good things will not come to you but to
other people leaving you with no opportunity.”
-Marshall Pennington 6th
"Hate is too great a burden to bear. It injures the hater more than it injures the hated.”
— Coretta Scott King
I feel as though this quote is something that a lot of people should think about. I believe that hate is a
very powerful word to use and an extremely strong emotion to have and this quote indicates that hate
is something that should not be taken lightly. Hate poisons the mind of the hater more than the soul of
the hatred. In daily life I continuously ponder how the emotional intelligence of a human reflects the
words they inflict on the others. When speaking with anger, how does one control and contain

themselves? They are being overwhelmed by one of the strongest emotions and how would they stop
that? I do not know but I have grown to realize the effect that using the word and having the emotion
of hatred has on a humans mental and physical state. This is why it is pivotal to let the small
annoyances go and pour your energy into the larger and more consequential issues. Hate is too
overbearing to keep and we as humans need to learn to ground ourselves from the illogical effects of hatred.
-Salila Cintron 8th
Continued on next page
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What Students Have to Say (Continued)
Not everything that is faced can be changed; but nothing can be changed until it is faced.”
— James Baldwin (As Much Truth As One Can Bear, New York Times)
“I believe we all have to come back to this quote in these hard times. So many people have
gone through so much this year, and I think we try to face everything, but most cannot be
faced as James Baldwin said. But the little things that we can change, will make more of a
difference than we think. We have to take power over the things we can control whether than
trying to change the things we can’t. I think that’s the message James was trying to convey.”
-Aine Roe 6th
I love this quote and it can be applied to so many things in today's society. For example, it can be
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By: Aditi Jagannath
I close my eyes and brace myself for the worst. I have been caught. Earlier today, I had
been working at my desk when a hidden voice came out of nowhere. It sounded deep and it had an echo as
if it was shouting from a tunnel. A storm of papers hit my face and then the voice suddenly stopped talking.
I picked up the papers and studied them. They all had my name on it, and they said, “WE WILL MEET AGAIN
SOON.” I raised my eyebrows, rolled my eyes and threw them all in the trash. What a pointless prank! I had
to go to a fancy event later, my friend’s bat mitzvah. When I got there, she eagerly greeted me and pointed
me to the hall which was next door. I realized my gift for my friend was still in my hand, so I went back to
give it to her. She wasn’t there, in fact nobody was there. Suddenly I heard a different voice, it sounded
high-pitched and kind of smug. It sounded like someone who didn’t get out much and who wasn’t so sociable. Don’t ask me how I was able to hear that in a voice, I don’t know myself. It was coming from the room
with the gifts, I pressed my ear against the door and listened. The high-pitched voice, (I had named it
Pitchy) spoke, “Is the girl is coming soon?! You know I don’t have that much patience! I feel like throwing
something!” I heard a clatter and I saw a can. It had this weird jargon all over it. It looked like an alien soda
can. I slipped it in my pocket and kept listening. “Not to worry. She will come eventually.” said the deep
voice from the morning. I gasped loudly and I covered my mouth with my hand. Oops! I was so busted!
“There she is now.” the deep voice boomed. I had been caught! But I wasn’t exactly eavesdropping, was I?
“Ah, Anaya. We have been expecting you.” the deep voice said evilly. After that, it laughed the cringiest
laugh. It sounded like a cross between a cry of pain and death. I bolted for the door and the voice was still

laughing when I blacked out. I don’t remember anything after that. I wake up in my office with my hands
over my face like I was trying to protect myself. I run to my phone, call my friend and narrate what I remember from her bat mitzvah. She says she woke up in the same position and blacked out the same way I
had. Apparently, she doesn’t remember anything after she pointed me to the hall. “I don’t know, Anaya.
Maybe we both dreamt the same thing.” she says tiredly. “Well, see you.” she says. I hang up the call and
think. Hmm, dreamt it. Maybe I would have believed that also. If it weren't for that soda can that I find in
my pocket.
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